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SDSpro is the global leader in SDS and Chemical Management. For over 20 years, SDSpro has helped develop 
numerous corporate solutions in a variety of environments and across all industries.  With unmatched flexibility, 
interface design and providing the only SDS solution with cutting edge technology to install an on-site client/
server within minutes, SDSpro is staged to meet the needs and response to the Global SDS transition.

Whether the deployment requires an onsite install or cloud solution, single-user or corporate wide implementation, 
cross campus or cross Country, SDSpro has the options to make this possible.  Sophisticated, with the complexity 
to ensure the appropriate tools for all environments, SDSpro products are built for performance and still user 
friendly.  Tailored for ease of use and streamlining productivity, separate interfaces are available for the every-
day administrative users as well as the occasional end-user.

Our goal is to provide the tools necessary to maintain regulatory compliance with safety being our utmost 
concern.  As a result, our product reduces overall costs and simplifies administrative responsibilities. 

Services
SDSpro offers an array of Services to better assist our clients in all areas of SDS management.  Second to none, 
SDSpro Services are renown amongst the industry and exceed industry standards.  Over the years, SDSpro has 
refined its approach to each Service offered to ensure unparalleled outcomes at a fraction of the cost. Services 
can be utilized individually or combined for maximum results.  

Onsite Chemical Inventory

SDSpro Online

Training

Custom Development

SDS Authoring

Binder Generation

Data Conversions

Reporting
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Products
To ensure our solution fits the needs of each client, SDSpro continually strives to provide flexible products that 
can be deployed in any environment and on any budget.  From Single user to Multi-user, existing IT infrastructure 
or hosted environment, SDSpro has a product.  With the GHS transition in full affect, all SDSpro products have 
been improved to incorporate the latest regulatory information.  Leveraging data is key to improved efficiency.  
With our product, not only will clients reduce redundancy, but improve overall productivity. 

Whether you are using an internal system, paper binders or an online service, there has never been a better time 
to research what the SDS management industry has to offer.  As technology improves, so do the available safety 
solutions.  Streamlining the process today is easier than ever.  Maximize results and improve the quality of your 
safety environment with our latest Products:
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Classic
We provide you with a powerful and affordable SDS management solution, 
that is perfect for a single PC. Import all your SDSs and take advantage of easy 
to print NFPA, HMIS, WHIMIS and GHS wokplace labels.

PlusWeb
A robust SDS management solution for your local area network. With its built 
in webserver, your employees have round the clock access from any web 
browser to search, view or print any SDSs and thier labels.

Enterprise 
The client/server application for an entire organization that supports multiple 
administrators. A shared database across multiple locations means no 
repetition of SDSs entered with measurable time saved.

WORKflo
All the functionality of SDSpro Enterprise with the added ability to take control 
of the hazardous chemicals in your facility. Reduse time to review and approve 
chemical requests from end users by automating the entire process.

Mobile Data Collector
A mobile auditing tool for quick and efficient internal inventory review. Use 
the MDC to record a product's chemical name, manufacturer information , 
barcode ID, container size and quantity. This data can then be synced with 
your main SDSpro database.

Software as a Service
Experience all of the features of SDSpro software without the overhead 
of building  and supporting an IT infrastructure. SDSpro SaaS is your no 
hassle chemical management solution. No Software, no hardware, and no 
compromise.


